Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for September, 2022

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

Fellow Club Members,
First, an announcement:

Save The Date!
Wednesday, November 16th
Annual Holiday Party

We meet at the Mount Vernon Christian
School (820 W. Blackburn Rd. in Mount
Vernon, a short distance west of I-5).

NWW is scheduling our annual Holiday Party
for Nov. 16th at the Hillcrest Lodge. Most of
you will remember this is the facility where
we held our club meetings pre-Covid. This
location affords a ‘homey’ atmosphere for our
dinner meeting. The club will provide two
turkeys and two hams as the main course. This
will be a potluck dinner so plan to bring a
side, salad, or dessert. We will have door
prizes, silent auctions, and more. If you are
interested in helping, we can use members to
step forward to cook the main entrees, help
with setup and cleanup, assemble the silent
auction materials and more. Watch for an
email from me (via Will Alexander) with more
details about the meeting/party.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from novice
to advanced turners are welcome.
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This may begin to sound like a broken record,
but our club succeeds or fails based upon the
involvement of its members. We need and
appreciate your help to continue to grow and
provide services that benefit everyone. Our
Vice President assembled a partial list of Help
Wanted items displayed on the screen prior to
our last meeting. As I mentioned during that
meeting, you do not have to be a master
woodturner to contribute to the club. We n eed
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people with all levels of woodturn in g
experien ce or even n o experien ce at all!!!

(Continued on next page)
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President's Letter (Cont'd)
As an example of skill growth within the club, Tal Birdsong, board member, club Librarian
and top turning maven, recently led a Sawdust Saturday 'In tro To Woodturn in g' session. As he
pointed out at the start of the session, just 5 years ago he was takin g the same session. Over
those 5 years, Tal has made a large contribution to the club's success and continues to do so.
You too can help our club succeed.
I am looking forward to seeing you at our October meeting and hearing from all of you who
are willing to volunteer for roles in the club and to help out with the Holiday Party. In fact,
why not send me a quick email right now while you are thinking about it? [write to me at
President@nwwwt.org]
We will both be glad you did.
Regards,

Rod Parker

President's Creative Challenge
As a follow up to John Beaver’s excellent presentation in
Sept, I want to encourage all of you who participated in
his classes and those who explored his techniques on your
own to bring your pieces to the October meeting.
Also, as we are moving into our Holiday Season, we will
have a table set up to feature turned Holiday items people
have created.
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Sawdust Saturday News
Last month's Intro to Woodturning session was led by Tal Birdsong with assistance from Rick
Anderson , Rod Parker and Ray Shields. Lots of good information was discussed and numerous
cylinders, beads and coves were turned. After lunch, beautiful tops were created and textured
with Tal's infamous butter knife chattering tools (which participants were invited to take home).

Next up:

Intro to Bowl Turning - Oct. 29th

If you would like to explore the basics of bowl turning
in a friendly, low stress environment, this is great
starting point. The coming class will cover mounting
the bowl blank for turning the tenon, the uses of
tenons and mortises, rough turning the bowl blank,
and reversing the bowl to finish the bottom. Other
topics covered will be bowl design, use of jam chucks, bowl gouges, scrapers, and more.
This is a good session for people who are just beginning to turn bowls or turners who have
turned a few bowls but want to explore new techniques.
The workshop will be led by Rick Terney and will
be held at Gerrit Van Ness’s shop in Bayview on
the last Saturday in October. The workshop will
start at 9:00 am and end around 3:00 pm. A
signup sheet will be available at the October
meeting. Additional instructions and driving
directions will be sent to everyone who signs up
for this session.
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September Demo Recap
John Beaver was our guest demonstrator on Sept 15. John is a

well known woodturner from Pacific Palisades, CA. His topic for
the evening was on creating a Wave Bowl , which is perhaps the
best known of his signature pieces. John mentioned that a primary
inspiration for the wave bowls was the ocean. He has been a lifelong resident of Southern California and has never lived more than
2 miles from the beach. He confessed to having spent countless
hours in, on and around the Pacific's waves.

John Beaver

John began by talking about a standard, "simple" wave bowl where
the wavy aspect of the bowl does not protrude from its surface. He
brought a sample bowl and allowed it to be passed around. Before the bowl had even made
it past the first row, Pat "Butterfingers" Goddard garnered a few gasps from the crowd when
the piece dropped from his fingers and fell on the floor. Fortunately for Pat's pocketbook, no
harm done!
John likes to position the midpoint of the "wave" at around
the junction of the upper and middle thirds of the bowl's
height because it affords it the most visibility. The "wave"
is created by cutting an arc in the blank, and then bending
a piece of wood to the shape of the arc. The radius of the
arc should be equal to the outside diameter of the bowl.
As an example, for an 8 inch bowl you could mark the arc
by setting the points of a compass 4 inches apart. John has
found that it works best if the arc pretty much follows the
grain pattern, as noted in the diagram below.

John uses 1/4 inch dowels to hold the pieces
in place for gluing. It also helps to add some
registration marks to the piece so that it
becomes easy to put it back to the same
position it was cut. He uses a bandsaw to
cut the arc. He often uses a 1/4" blade with
10 teeth per inch (TPI) although his favorite
is a Lennox bi-metal blade with variable
tooth spacing (10-14 TPI). His cutting
advice: be smooth and go slow.
For our demo, John used a 1/8 inch thick
piece of walnut to form the wave. He
wrapped the walnut in a sopping wet paper
towel and placed it on a glass plate, then
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September Program Recap (Cont'd)
microwaved it on "High" for 1 minute and 15
seconds. Be careful when unwrapping it since
both the paper towel and the wood will be quite
hot. With the heat the walnut became sufficiently
pliable that it could be bent to the shape of the arc
and clamped at least 2-3 hours and preferably
longer.
During the second half of his demonstration, John
showed how he makes a bowl with a wave line
that protrudes from the surface of the bowl. He
usually begins with green wood and rough turns
the bowl to shape in the usual manner.
John uses a special jig he devised in order
to make the bandsaw cuts through the bowl
for the wave(s). The jig consists of 3 pieces
that fit together to cleverly hold the bowl
steady but allow it to be pivoted while
making the cuts. The bowl remains held in
a chuck, and in turn the chuck is attached
snugly to the upright piece of the jig. John
sells the plans for constructing the jig but
will provide all our members with an
electronic copy of the plans at no cost. He
only asks that you keep it for your own
personal use and do not upload it to the
internet. Fair enough.

Before using the jig, John used a contour gauge
to establish the bowl's inner shape. He then
copied the contour onto two pieces of medium
density fiberboard (MDF), which he next hotglued to the inside of the bowl at 180 degrees to
each other (i.e., at directly opposite sides). He
suggested being generous with the hot glue in
order to attach the MDF pieces securely (Refer
to diagram on top of next page).
The next step was to take the contrasting wood
being used as the "wave" and bore or cut a
central hole (using a Forstner bit, hole saw, or
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September Program Recap (Cont'd)
LEFT: Before making any cuts with the jig, MDF dowel
anchors are hot glued to the inner surface of opposite
sides of the bowl.

jig saw) that is slightly less than the bowl's
inner diameter. Having the central hole makes
it easier to bend the wood once it has been
microwaved. John used the same wet-papertowel method as before to microwave the insert
piece. Once microwaved, you have about 40
seconds to get the piece in position and
pressed together on the lathe. Best to leave it
this way overnight. When dry, the wave insert
can be temporarily removed. With an egg-

beater hand drill, small pilot holes are bored to a
short uniform depth and the bowl is turned until the
pilot holes have been removed. The surface is then
finish sanded.
John uses PVA glue to connect the pieces. He
performs it in sequence. First he glues the wave
insert piece to the bottom of the bowl, and then
waits for the glue to dry. He then glues the top of
the bowl on. He uses Q-tips to clean off any excess
glue, and a popsicle stick cut at an angle to get right
up next to the glue line.
Once the basic construction
techniques for the bowls are
mastered, all sorts of
variations on the theme are
possible. Shown below are
some examples of John's
bowls. He encouraged
members to try
making some bowls
and experimenting
freely.
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Upcoming Programs

October 20, 2022 -

We will be joined by Jay Shepard ,
who will be providing us with a demonstration on
finishes and coloring wood. Jay received his Masters of
Fine Arts degree in 1977 with a focus on painting and
drawing. For many years he has been blending his art
and woodturning to produce unique provocative pieces.

o
n

November 16 , 2022 - Our Annual Holiday Party

A fun potluck event where the club will provide
turkey & ham -- you bring a side, salad or dessert.
We hope that you and your sweetheart will join us
for some old traditions at an old venue: Hillcrest
Lodge! More details will be coming in an email
invitation as we get closer to the event.

December, 2022 - As has been the case in past

years, there will be no meeting in December.
A good time to sit back and enjoy the holidays with
friends and family....and energize yourself for the
year to come!
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Our Next Demonstrator
Contributed by David Pettenski
The next club meeting on October 20 will feature an Interactive Remote Demonstration (IRD)
by Jay Shepard of Olympia, WA. The demonstration will be available via Zoom. Jay will be
demonstrating "Finishing, Buffing and More" .
Jay has always been an artist. From his earliest memories,
he has played with clay or drawn or painted. No surprise,
he received a Master of Fine Arts degree from Arizona State
University in 1977. He focused on painting and drawing, art
history and museum science. Shortly after graduation he
discovered an interest in woodworking. Over the years he
has designed and built houses, made cabinets and created
furniture.

Jay Shepard
While creating a table he got excited about the idea of round legs, not the square legs that
his table saw produced. So, he bought a 1938 vintage Delta lathe. While turning the legs he
realized, “this is fun!” Needless to say, he has been turning wood ever since (and he never
did finish that table).
Now Jay creatively blends his wood turning, woodworking and painting skills to produce
unique polychrome lathe turned and sculpted artwork. These works are inspired by the daily
shifting from day to night, the mysteries and imagery of nature and the cosmos, and the
textures, layers and undulations of the landscape. Refer to his website for photographs of his
work: Jay Shepard Studios – Creative Woodturning and Fine Art
Jay seeks out locally grown wood that, for the most part, is considered urban salvage, wood
scrap, and guitar wood rejects that would otherwise be disposed. He will only occasionally
use some imported woods for accents.
He uses water-based acrylic paint for
color on his pieces and finishes his
work with water-based lacquer. For
plain wood finishes, he uses a thistle
oil product.
Jay had been somewhat reclusive
when it came to his artwork, generally
avoiding competitions and exhibitions.
But with the encouragement of friends
and family, has reentered that world
and has exhibited widely, with his
work being published in woodworking and woodturning magazines
nationally and internationally.
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Know Your Woods
American Elm (Ulm us am erican a ), sometimes called Soft Elm or
Water Elm, is from Eastern to Midwest United States. Trees grow 65
to100 ft tall, with a 2-3 ft trunk diameter.
Heartwood is light to medium reddish brown. Paler sapwood is
usually well defined. Grain is interlocked, making it very resistant to
splitting. Somewhat coarse uneven texture.
American Elm can be a challenge to work because of interlocked
grain, especially on quartersawn surfaces. Planing can cause tearout
and/or fuzzy surfaces. Poor dimensional stability. Glues, stains, and
finishes well. Responds well to steam bending, and holds nails and
screws well.
Once one of the largest and most prevalent of the North American
elm species, American elm was preferred as an ideal shade tree for
urban roadsides. It is especially susceptible to Dutch elm disease, and
was ravaged by the fungal disease in the second half of the twentieth
century. Consequently, large and mature American Elms are
uncommon. Many disease-resistant cultivars and hybrids are being
used to replace trees killed by Dutch elm disease.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
Halloween soon will be here so it’s time to
prepare…...let’s turn some Jack-O-Lanterns! Any
size is appropriate…...miniatures can double as
boxes….a great gift for a special goblin at your
door. Of course, most turned Jack-O-Lanterns
can be put away and used again next year.
Notice, I said “most”. More later about that.
Here are 4 videos plus 1 article depicting ways
of turning your Jack-O-Lantern. Basically, it’s the
same as turning a hollow form with lid. These videos depict several approaches.
Once turned, it’s on to the real creativity of coloring and carving the face. All sorts of
possibilities here…..let your inner child’s imagination go wild!
We start off with an article in American Woodturner by John Beaver, our Sept demonstrator.
See pages 20-24.

https://www.qgdigitalpublishing.com/publication/?m= 59376&p= 22&ver= html5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= q_EBENTazp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= SAwfKeumdyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= a4ZIt7yrbUU

https://www.woodcraft.com/blog_entries/how-to-make-wooden-pumpkins-in-ten-easy-stepswith-rex-kenyon
Finally, let’s turn a REAL Jack-O-Lantern. Yup, throw that pumpkin on the lathe and spin
away! WARNING: Excessive lathe speed may result in catastrophic failure!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= ArSDHFup-gw
This will be lots of fun. As hinted in the first paragraph this one won’t be a keeper for next
year so you can repeat the fun every year! However, don’t wait until the next day to clean up
the mess.

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques. Even some
well known turners have bad habits!
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Stunning Trees of the World
Topiary tree (Philiyrea latifolia)
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

Membership Chairpersons

President

Brad Burdick
Will Alexander
Membership@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

Brad Thompson
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

George Way
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Norman Lanford
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Pat Goddard
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Librarian

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Greg Camrud
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Tom
Thornton (chippytom44@gmail.com),
or bring the tools to a weekend
parking lot sale. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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Outtakes
John Beaver would sometimes trash talk during his classes...
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